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Watch full interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8xBtCt2r0eQ 

School & College addiction awareness.
This month I had the incredible privilege of being invited to speak on eNCA “Talking Point” 
during Child Protection Week about my addiction awareness presentations to Schools, 
Colleges and communities around the country. 

For once it was so good to talk about addiction as it is, an inherited chronic mental disease, 
and not as a moral issue which unfortunately has amplified the stigma of addiction that 
prevents so many caught in the grip of addiction to  raise their hands and ask for help! 
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This month I have been up to Johannesburg where I was invited 
to speak at St.Peters College, HeronBridge Collage and 
St.Peters Prep School.  
I so enjoyed spending time with the students of each of these 
schools and their enthusiasm to understand what addiction is 
and what to be aware of. 

I gave the student talk “The Sleeping Tiger” as well as the 
parent talk “The Tiger in the Room” in the early evening. I find 
that it has become so important for both talks to be given, one 
so the students get a understanding of the disease of addiction, 
and two that not only do the parents hear some of what I have 
told the students but also to help parent to recognise active 
addiction physical and mentally but to understand what 
enabling an addict is.and how to prevent active addiction. 
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Addiction Awareness 

Addiction is...

Addiction is NOT...

YOU ARE NOT ALONE
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ADDICTION AND RECOVERY PODCASTS
anchor.fm/chris-west-russell

Exciting news, I have just completed recording and mixing the latest series for the Addiction and 
Recover podcasts collection. The latest series is called “WHY the twelve step program?” Helping me put 
this seven episode series together is my guest Daniel  a fellow addict in remission of his addiction. 

Daniel gives his life story in seven parts and explains how the 12-step program helped him in his journey 
into recovery from the start of his remission thought to today. He talks about his childhood, teenage years, 
to adulthood in his life story. He elaborates on his personal experiences as a child and how circumstance, 
experience and trauma had determined a road map for the next part of his life. Today Daniel is on a new 
recovery road map, but as you will hear he has faced all the things that have warped his understanding of 
what he thought love was, acceptance, and abandonment,  through to today were he speaks freely about 
those experiences and realises who he was intended to be. He has realised his shame, guilt and anger 
through forgiveness and being forgiven, he has restored his truth and no longer lives the lie that controlled 
him. He has started to love himself for the person he has become and understands the triggers that might 
and could cause him to relapse.   

Danial has given all the glory to his Higher Power, that being Jesus Christ, and the new way of life he has 
discovered in the 12 step program of recovery in Narcotics Anonymous and now lives a life free from the 
day-to-day grip of active addiction that was slowly killing him mentally, physically and spiritually leading to 
his inevitable death had he not made the decision to stop. 

Listen to the addiction and recovery podcasts on : anchor.fm/chris-west-russell 

Chris West-Russell & Daniel Dobrowsky recording the new series  “Why the 12 step program”
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Just a thought!  

The future our children must be aware of`:  
Why does addictive medication not have warning on packs like 

alcohol & cigarettes? 

There has been an addiction issue that has baffled me for many years. Why do professionals prescribe 
an opioid medication without a clear legal written or verbal warning that such medication can activate 
addiction if taken over a recommended specific length of time? 

Last weekend I was listening to Radio 702 hosted by Sara-Jayne King. The program was supporting 
addiction awareness month, her guest was, a member of the South African Society of Psychiatrists. He 
spoke about addiction and addictive prescribed drugs. He confirmed it had become a widespread 
problem in South Africa, and in particular, mentioned how codeine-based medication was one of the 
main culprits. Codeine is not only used in painkillers but also cough mixtures bought over the counter. 
He went on to explain that the metabolic structure of codeine is classified as an opioid, similar to 
heroin. He was then asked by Sechaba, responding to some caller's messages some who had been 
addicted to such medication, why Doctors don’t warn patients about these dangers. He responded 
that Doctors should warn patients about the addictive potential of these medications and inform them 
they should not take them for more than a specified time to prevent possible active addiction, but not 
all doctors do.  

Podcast: https://omny.fm/shows/weekend-breakfast-capetalk/the-prescription-painkiller-pandemic 

As an addict in remission of addiction as well as a wellness counsellor specialising in addiction 
recovery, this is madness! Patients suffering from pain or a common cough are not made fully aware of 
the dangers of codeine side effects as well as any other opiate-based medication. So my question is, 
why is there not a warning sign put on all packets, bottles or any form of containers containing such 
medication? 

https://omny.fm/shows/weekend-breakfast-capetalk/the-prescription-painkiller-pandemic
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We see such warnings on cigarette packs and alcohol containers. Having such labels on medication 
packaging would at least inform the general public about the dangers and possible addictive side 
effects if the Doctor might not have mentioned it to you clearly when prescribing such medication. 

The question I have is this: has, and is, the pharmaceutical industry allowing greed to get the better of 
the well-being and long-term quality of life for all of us? If they really are the caring businesses we like 
to believe they are, I'm sure they would be more than happy to protect us all against the dangers of 
addiction from codeine and opioid medication prescribed or bought over the counter and agree to 
label all such medication with a warning sign that is clear and blunt. The paper information leaflet 
inside such packaging is what is called small print, which is not acceptable. In this case, I don't believe 
we, the general public, should be expected to take responsibility for the side effects, specifically active 
addiction, because we didn't read the leaflet, written mostly in medical lingo. So, if by not instituting 
such health and safety legislation for the well-being of the general public, could it be possible most 
pharmaceutical manufacturers have a more profitable agenda behind not informing us of the 
devastating, life-changing side effects of certain addictive medications by not having such warning 
labels on their medication packaging? 
 

If you haven’t watched the series “Dopesick” on Disney +, I fully recommend you take the time 
to watch this true story.  

“Dopesick” trailer: https://youtu.be/EzrLrUG2QVk 

It focuses on the drug OxyContin, a highly addictive medication produced by a 
pharmaceutical company called Purdue Pharma founded, owned and controlled by the 
Sackler family. The latest legal case against the Sackler family in a bankruptcy court was 
completed in late 2021. The outcome was the Sackler family members board won immunity 
from any related Opioid Lawsuits. 

https://youtu.be/EzrLrUG2QVk?fbclid=IwAR0RDEIXrOeGZWYtMNCb2KDqCw0tKE5_JMIZ7gD7ONuM_Qbr9E4ntDfU_qc%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
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Watch the series to understand how insane this outcome is, and how greed and power within 
such pharmaceutical companies tend to give little value to life.  

Bloomberg article on the case: https://www.businesslive.co.za/.../2022-03-04-us-states...  

Go figure, thousands of people’s lives have been destroyed by such drugs. What they thought 
was a way to have pain relief, became an addiction nightmare. Watching “Dopesick” and 
reading about Purdue Pharma and the Sackler family I have concluded that they are equivalent 
to a drug cartel under the disguise of a Pharmaceutical manufacturing company that was once 
trusted and admired but promoted by lies. 

Keep up to date on my addiction talks on my app "Addiction Awareness" to easily stay 
updated. 

Join me on this link: http://wix.to/r0DIBq4?ref=so. 
  
Got the app? Use the invite code: OO10TQ 

Addiction and Recovery links and websites: 

1. www.addictionandrecovery.expert 

2. www.anchor.fm/chris-west-russell 

3. www.facebook.com/addictionandrecoveryexpert 

4. www.linkedin.com/in/christopher-west-russell

https://www.businesslive.co.za/bloomberg/news/2022-03-04-us-states-win-case-forcing-sackler-family-to-pay-more-for-enabling-opioid-crisis?fbclid=IwAR3dequ15joaN2Txm1jVv_uJ_45VoNmvkf-0wv0VhigvIzxCrJlJsdIxojA%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
http://wix.to/r0DIBq4?ref=so
http://www.addictionandrecovery.expert
http://www.anchor.fm/chris-west-russell
http://www.facebook.com/addictionandrecoveryexpert
http://www.linkedin.com/in/christopher-west-russell
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